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Add instruments to portfolio
If you have not yet read the guide "Portfolio creation
and saving", consider doing so before continuing.
Create a portfolio, add instruments and select Relative
Value under Analytics Tools. If you already had a
portfolio created, drag and drop it on to Relative Value.
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General settings
To run Relative Value, press the play-icon

.

By default, calculations with be done in real-time for a
range of scenarios.

Change date to use quotes
and curves on historical date.
Today’s date is real-time

Horizon return is calculated
over the period between Date
and Horizon Date
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Horizon return will be converted
to this currency if not calculated
in percentage

Output
Report is split into three segments.
Portfolio Overview
Key figures for the aggregated portfolio.
Instrument Overview
Various key figures for each instrument separately.
Horizon key figures
Includes horizon return and key figures at horizon
(Price, Spread, Yield) and prepayments over the
horizon period.
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User defined inputs
The following inputs can be changed by the user and
affects the calculations.

•

Quote

•

Spread change at horizon per scenario

•

Prepayment speed

•

Prepayment between calculation date and horizon
date

After changing e.g. quote, press enter and the report
becomes greyed out. Press to Play-button to
recalculate with the new inputs.

Scenarios
Scenarios can be found in the bottom left when
Relative Value is open.

By default multiple scenarios are enabled. These
can be disabled to reduce the number of
calculations and speed up calculation time.
Par -100 up to Par +100 are all parallel shifts, It is
possible to create new user-defined scenarios and
they do not have to be parallel shifts.
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Adds new user-defined scenarios

Saving a Relative Value report
When the portfolio, key figures and settings have been
set up, it can be saved to be easily accessed again.

Add to My Reports: Press the save-icon

Report name: You will be prompted to
name the report containing your
portfolio and selection of key figures.

Save workspace: If you have not saved
the workspace yet, you will be asked to
do so now. This is the step that saves
your settings, so they can be opened
later after closing Nordea Analytics.

Opening a saved Relative Value report
There are two ways of opening a saved report
(workspace).

2) Alternative, the most
recently used workspaces will
be shown in the bottom right
of the front page

In the bottom right corner, the
title My Reports will show up
with the saved Relative Value
report (or the name chosen on
the previous slide).

1) Select Start, Open and
then find the (workspace) file
saved on the previous slide

